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The problem considered is the realization of the kets | {t^jllfr, which

appear In the usual Clebsch-Gordan transformation, for integral angular

monenta, when one realizes the uncoupled ones, U,m,> and |fc2«J2>, by

solid harmonics. I t is shown that the f i r s t named kets are correspon-

dingly realized by homogeneous and harmonic polynomials, defined in a

6-tfimensional Euclidian space, and belonging to the set of hypersolid

harmonics which carry the so-called "most degenerate" irreducible re-

presentations of the 6-dimensional rotation group.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the l i terature of angular momentum Refs.1-4, and group theory for

physicists, Refs.5-9, Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are introduced via

the well-known unitary transformation which involves abe tract "state

vectors". One of the present authors has wondered for years why a

realization of the | HiÍ2)LM> kets, appearing in that expansion, for

Integral values of the angular momenta, £ , , i2, were not e x p l i c i t l y

exhibited in specialized monographs. Indeed, i f one is able to give

the very well-known realization of the 50 , generators, in terms of par-

t ic le position vector and its gradient, and realize the uncoupled kets,

|fc,rn,> and |i2m2>, present in the C-G expansion, by the I'sual solid

harmonics, one should also be able to produce the corresponding rea l i -

zation of the |U,£2)£M> kets. This is the purpose of the present pa-

per.

Section 2 is devoted to show the relation of the realization sought for

with the homogeneous and harmonic polynomials, in six variables, which

carry the "most degenerate" irreducible representations (irreps) of SO»,

the 6-dimensional rotation group. In order to make I t comprehensible

how the realization of the \(lxlz)LM> kets come; up, in ttie C-G expan-
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sion, we summarize the essential steps needed in constructing the irre-

ducible polynomial bases of S0t - Host of the material presented has

appeared, In more detailed a form, in a paper, by the present authors ,

/ M on tne quantum mechanical 3-body problem, Ref .)

ij

2 The most degenerate representation of S0% and its relation to the

ket

Starting from the beginning, we write down the Ciebsch-Gordan transfor-

mation:

|l1i»1>|£a«a> - I <l Im1t2m I |U1ta)I/»>|(M2> I*> , (2.1)
LM

restricting ourselves to Integral anqular momenta. The uncoupled kets,

we realize them by solid harmonics^ (x ) - |xl ] Yo (x ) , and Of. (w),

whose arguments, x» and f / , are independent 3-vectors in 3~dimensional

Euclidian space. Each of these inf in i te sets of solid harmonics carry

a l l singie-valued irreps of SO3, and are labelled by the i n v a r i a n t

(Casimir) operators L2 (x)(£2 (g)) and L (x)(L {%)), which correspond to

SO. and its SO. subgroup, respectively. Here, £(x)> -tx*V , and muta-

tie mutandis for £(#)• Since x and ^ are independent variables, the

commutators of I>Ax) and £^(g) vanish.

For the coming discussion, i t Is convenient to reverse the C-G trans-

formation, rewriting i t under the form

X
and we are here adhering to the usual convention by which C-G coeffi-

cients are real, in (2.2), the lefthand side denotes the realization

we are going to produce. In the righthand side, we have the product of

two solid harmonics, in distinct, and independent, variables. These pro-

ducts carry all irreps of the direct product group, SO3(x) B £03(g) ,

with generators L(x) and L{y), respectively. It is Chen natural to ima-

gine that the functions <%, , 1.^(1,^) are, in some way^related to the
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polynofliial bases of the group SO (x,y), of rotations in a 6-dimensional

Euclidian space, £ s, of vectors r - (x,g), i.e., (r). - x. , and

W - , ' y. , i « 1,2,3* This because the above direct product group

is a subgroup of the larger orthogonal group, which can provide a) I

labels present in % i i ) U 1 -

Before aiming at the center of the target , we briefly indicate the main

steps in producing the polynomial bases which carry the irreps of

The fifteen generators of S06(x,^) can be realized by the antisymmetric

operators, which in compact a notation we write as

- x*>—) ; (2.3)
7

x\ - x. , x$ - «. ; a,8 - i,2; i,j - 1,2,3- They indeed fullflll the

commutation relations of the S06 algebra. If we then construct the in-

variant operators, we find that they produce a single, independent, la-

bel, we shall call it X, the simplest invariant operator which provides

it being the one quadratic in the gene

the realization (2.3), it is given by

it being the one quadratic in the generators, namely J = A.. A.. . In

2

where r stands for a 6-dimensional vector, in E$, components x, g; r2 •

; V and V2 (which equals V2 + V2 ) are the corresponding gradientV + V

and Laplace operator.

Since the generators, (2.3), are homogeneous operators of zeroth degree,

in x and £, they preserve the degree of homogeneous polynomials in those

variables, i.e., they transform homogeneous polynomials into homogeneous

polynomials of the same degree, and this shows that homogeneous polyno-

mials, in x,y, carry representations of SO^ix,^). These representations

art, however, in general reducible. To select, the irreducible polyno-
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miais, we have only to impose their harmonicity in E^, i.e., g

since then they will be eigenfunctions of the invariant operator J , (2M),

with eigenvalues (l/2)A(X+*i):

DO i ,M
h 9 <r)«yX(X+l») f (r). (2.5)

In (2.5)i X is the degree of homogeneity extracted by the operator r.V ,

according to Euler's theorem; the notation [V] means that we are dealing

with polynomials which carry irreducible representations. S0t has rank

three, but their irreps carried by polynomials are labelled by a single

parameter, X, with integral values starting from zero. That is why

these representations are sometimes called "most degenerate". In classi-

fying the constituents of a [XJ-basis, we have perforce chosen that chain

ofSO (x,g) subgroups which would provide the labels that appear in the

ket, namely,

S0a(x) * 5 0 ^ ) 3 SO(L) Z> SO2(M) . (2.6)

j ] j
i2 L M

In (2 .6 ) , £ and I correspond to the invariant operators I a (x) and

I 2 (g ) of 50, (x) and SO3(y), respectively, with L(x) » -ix * 7 and fy)

-iy x y ; the quantum numbers L and M are associated with the Casimir

operators of SO Ah) and SO (M), which are L2 and L , whith L-L(x)+L(y),

and L i ts 3d-component.

In the construction of the irreducible [x]-polynomials, the hypersolid

harmonics of Et, we start by coupling the usual s o l i d harmonics,

<?„ (x) and (If, ( w ) , v i a C-G c o e f f i c i e n t s , o b t a i n i n g in

this way homogeneous and harmonics polynomials, in E$, of degree 1*1 ,

in the six variables, x . and y . . These hypersolid harmonics provide the

realization of the \U I )LM> ketjwe were searching f o r . They are

eigenf unctions of &2(x), L2(y), L2 and L$ ; since t h e i r degree is

I , •*- l2, we have, of course, X • I , • £ 2 . We shall come back to them at

the very end.
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Wc think i t worthwhile to terminate this paper by showing how the other

irreducible [x]-polynomials are constructed, in the belief that having

the whole set of [xj-bases, one shall be able to see the ú f f o 1 ^ ) ^ ( f ^ ) ' s

against the background of a l l [\\-polynomials. l 2

The hyper so lids ^f - 1 + 2-l do not exhaust the set of hypersolid harmo-

nics, in £ ( , since i f we multiply

(*,*)- I <t.m.ttm2\(l.l2)LM> flf (x) QÍ iy) (2.7)

by ati, at present unknown, polynomial, in the variables x2 and y* ,

hereafter denoted by B'--' (x2,u2), which is homogeneous in the variables

*•» h» of degree \-l -Í * 2n. n • 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , we produce new hypersolid
"* 1 2

harmonics by imposing the requirement of harmonicity upon the expression

obtained after multiplication of (2.7) by the B ^ ' s . Since the B^-M ,$
are functions of x2, y2, they are invariant under SO}(x) and 50,(g)

and. therefore, under SO [L) as well. This means that. In making the

Ansatz

m,
m,

(in which No . are normalization constants introduced by professional

reasons) we did, not spoil the condition, for the Qj L J's, of being el-

genfunctions of L2(x), L2 {%), L and L,. The functions (2.8). are harm-

less homogeneous harmonic polynomial»of degree \-ll+l2+2n. The require-

ment of harmonicity is enough to determine the £^-l»s up to a multi-

plicative constant, and the normalization constants A?L\J have been
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chos-in as to make the B ' - ^ ' S , up to the factor r R, coincide w i t h

Jacobi's polynomials:

B*J (x1,^2) • r p * ' 2 I • I , (2.9)

1 a i *U

n • (1/2)(X-t -I ) being the degree of the Jacob! polynomials, and

r *

The Aneatz (2.8), with (2.9), gives all hypersol id harmonics, In Et,

the carriers of the "most degenerate" representations of S0%. One can

verify that the labels Kl^l , I, Mare related by the following

branching laws:

i
l**'2 • *» X-2,..., {j ; Ij+tj i l l |lj-£2|, L >M > -1 .

We are at the end of our tether. If we now. take n-0, in (2.8), we obtain,

disregarding the multiplicative constant N\" a, the realization which has

been revealed in (2.7), a subset of the polynomial bases of SOf(x,y).
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